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Adrian Stokes takes a trip down memory lane to recall how technology has changed the way designers work
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1 Smiths Industries:
marker render 1982
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Designers have moved from impressionism to photo-realism. The process now taking
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2 Loctite glue gun:
airbrush render from 1983

4 Carlton Luggage:
sketch presentation 1997

5 Acoustic Energy:
Alias render 1998

turn poor design into good design.
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For the under 35’s here’s a history lesson:
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8 Ideal Standard:
Alias/Photoshop composition
2001
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9 Clarks shoes:
Hand sketch/ Photoshop
composition 2002

10 Rolls Royce:
Illustrator drawing 2003

12 Silver Cross:
Maya render 2006
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Since then technology has become more

13 Screen solutions:
Maya render 2007

Adrian Stokes is principal of asa designers
limited, an industrial design practice based in
Kingston upon Thames.

15 Audio 3:
Hypershot render 2009

